Fabric Easter Basket

This basket can be made in any size you wish, you can easily make it smaller or
larger than ours. You can also change the size of the cotton piping which makes
the base, we have used 1” for this pattern, but we have made baskets in the past
with cording that is a little bit smaller.
This pattern is written for the basket shown, it is 10” in diameter at the base,
and about 5.5” high on the sides. If you decide to make a larger one, you will
have enough fabric with the yardage we gave but will need to increase the
yardage of cording. You will also want to increase the yardage if you use smaller
gauge cording.
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You will need:
-12 yards of cotton upholstery piping in the 1” diameter , you can get this at
Joann's, online and maybe some local fabric shops. If you want to use a smaller
guage than 1”, it is totally fin, just increase your yardage a bit.
-1 yard each of 4 coordinating fabrics, you could use more than 4 fabrics for a
scrappier look if you would like. If you use more than 4, you will want ¾ yard
cuts, you will have extra, but you need at least this width to keep the bias strips
long enough to work with easily.
-Your trusty hot glue gun and lots of glue sticks, this project really eats up glue.
We used about 12 sticks.
- ½ yard of around 20 gauge aluminum wire This is OPTIONAL! It will make your
handle a little sturdier and allow you to shape it better, but the handle will also
work just fine with out the wire added.
-Scissors
-Hemostats or tweezers. Hemostats will be the best but if you don't have a pair,
tweezers will work or even using only your fingers is ok.
Cutting:
Cut 1” wide bias strips from all of your fabrics, if you have used 4 fabrics, make
about 4 cuts from each, if you have used more fabrics you could probably get
away with 2 or 3. If you are making a larger basket you may need to cut more,
but you can wait to see, its very easy to cut more later if needed.
Yes, please cut your strips on bias, they are much easier to wrap and will fray
ALOT less than if you cut them on the straight of grain.
We have a very old video on how to cut bias for binding, I will post a link in this
blog post. You will cut these strips the exact same way that you usually do for
bias binding except they will be smaller, 1” wide rather then the usual 2.5” you
cut for binding.
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Getting Started:
The majority of this project is wrapping and gluing, it is a great project to work on
while watching a Netflix marathon. So plug in your Hot Glue gun, grab your
supplies and here we go.
Grab your piping and start from one end, you will leave it in one continuous piece
until the end of the basket. Also place a pile of your fabric strips next to you and
make sure your glue gun is plugged in and ready to roll.
Place a dab of glue on your piping end at the point where it is beginning to fray
and adhere your first strip of fabric.
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Start wrapping the fabric around the piping cord, overlapping about 1/8” ,so you
do not see any of the cord coming through. You will wrap adding glue about every
2nd or 3rd wrap or every 2-3”. Throughout this entire project you will wrap and
glue around your piping this way.
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Continue wrapping and gluing your first fabric strip until you have it wrapped
about 8” in length.
Using your scissors, snip off the end where it is frayed.
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Bend the end that you just trimmed down about 1.5” and glue it in to place
against itself, starting the beginning of a coil.
TIP: As you are gluing throughout this whole project, make sure to give the glue
the time to set. If you are in too big of a hurry and move forward before the glue
is dry, it may need to be re-glued and than it can start to look kind of messy.
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Continue to bend, coil and glue your piece, creating the beginning of the bottom
of your basket. Glue the piping against itself in spots about every 1-2”. DO NOT
GLUE IN A CONTINOUS STRIP, you will need pockets that are free from glue to
allow you to double back into earlier rows as you wrap.

Double Back Wrap:
Now we are going to start using the double back wrapping technique, where you
will wrap back into the last row. The only tricky part is making sure that where
you are ready to double back wrap, corresponds with a pocket on your last row
that is free from glue. As you work further on this basket you will get really good
at spotting these pockets as you go and making your double back wraps
accordingly. You can also mark these spots with a pin if you find that helpful. If
there is glue in your way when you are ready to make a double back wrap, just
wrap a little further until you have a pocket.
Start your next wrap and find a pocket that is right below it on the previous
row,free from glue. Use your hemostats or tweezers to come in from the
opposite side and grab the end, pull it all the way through.
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Take the end you just wrapped through the previous row and wrap and glue it
around the cord, as before.
Basket Building Technique:
From this point forward you will do the following repeatedly, it is your basket
building technique:
1. Wrap the fabric strip around the piping, make sure to overlap so no cord is
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showing through, hot glue these wraps to piping cord every 2-3 wraps.
2. Double back wrap into a pocket in the previous row every 2-3”.
3. Glue the wrapped cord down to the cord of the previous row making an
ever growing coil circle.
TIP: Make sure to use enough glue and work quickly before it cools, but than slow
down and be patient holding the spot you are working until the glue is dry and
secure.
Mix and match your fabric strips however you like, joining a new one every time
your down to about 2” left of the current one.
Joining Strips:
1. Line up the diagonal ends, with right sides facing down on both strips.

2. Place a line of glue across the diagonal edge of the current strip, than
immediately place the new strip on top, right side to wrong side,
overlapping about 1/4”. Press and wait a minute to dry and than continue
with the wrapping and gluing as before.
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Here's a few more step by step pics, just to make sure your getting the double
back wrap, its one of the main things that helps to hold this basket together .
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Continue on using all of steps above, making the flat circle base of your basket,
until it is the size you desire. Our base measured 9” across when we started the
sides.

Now you are ready to start the sides of the basket, but first lets make sure its
nice and sturdy.
Feel around for any major holes in your base, and add a little more glue into them
for stability, as shown below.
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Basket Sides:
1. Place a pin as a marker. This will mark the beginning and ending of rows for
now on. If you do not start and stop the side rows in the same place, your
basket shape will get really wonky.
2. We are going to make 1 transition row. You will follow the exact same steps
as making the bottom except for 1 key difference. Glue it to the top outer
side of the last row. This will make this row lifted up just a little bit making
a transition row to build the sides upon. See in the pics below, this row is
just a slight transition.
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This transition row is complete once you get back to your marker.
Now you will be making the sides of the basket. Continue again with the same
steps as before, but now moving the row to row glue placement to the center top
of the previous row. Continue with this glue placement from now on,each row will
now be directly on top of the last.

Continue working, creating side rows until the basket is as tall as you would like.
Our basket is about 5.5” and 8 rows high. Remember to keep your pin marker in
the same spot, moving it up with each row. Stop wrapping about 3” before your
pin marker on what you determine is your last row.
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Finishing Edge:
Stop wrapping and leave your current fabric strip as is. Using your scissors cut off
the cotton piping just before your pin marker on an angle as shown in the picture
below (you should still have about 3” of piping that is not wrapped yet). Grab a
new fabric strip, we are going to double wrap the end, just to ensure that is does
not fray and lays nice and tight.
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Glue and wrap starting at the end of your cord ,tightly, with the additional fabric
strip, up to about 1” from where you stopped wrapping your last strip, than trim it
off.
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Pick up the last strip again and continue the same technique as before, continuing
all the way to the edge and going on top of the additional fabric strip you just
added. When you get to the end, trim neatly, and glue. Make sure to glue the end
down as tightly as possible.

Basket Handle:
If you would like you can add wire inside your handle, but this is completely
optional. The handle is great on its own, but adding the wire will make it stand up
a little better and allow you to shape it.
Hold the piping up to your basket and determine the handle length that you
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would like, than trim the cord to this exact length. If you are adding the wire,
trim a piece the same length. Pick a new fabric strip and start wrapping and
gluing the handle cord, except this time leave a tail about 10” hanging off before
your start. You will have this tail at the beginning and end of the handle and you
will use it to secure the handle to the basket. If you are adding the wire, just line
it up down the middle of the cord and wrap it inside as you go, also glue it down
to the cord itself a few places to secure it. Continue until the entire handle is
covered, leaving a 10” tail on the end and than trim.
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Now you are ready to attach the handle to the basket. Add a large circle of glue
to the bottom of one side of the handle and place it onto the top of the basket
right next to your end spot. You will need to hold it in place until the glue dries.
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Once your glue is dry, you will begin using the 10” tail of fabric to double back
wrap as you did throughout the basket, into the rows below. Wrap both to the
right and than to the left of the handle. Glue every one of these wraps into place,
you want this to be very secure. Continue with these wraps until you have come
to the end of your fabric, or earlier if you feel it is getting too bulky. You just want
to make sure it feels secure once the glue is dry. When you come to the end, glue
the edge in place under a row and trim.
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Repeat this exact process on the other side of the handle. Use a measuring tape
to determine the exact placement to ensure it is even.

Finishing Bow:
Make a beautiful matching bow to tie to the handle! Cut a strip of bias that is 3.5”
wide from one of your basket fabrics. Carefully tie it in a bow slightly off center
on your handle.
Voila you are finished! Hopefully this will become a beloved Easter Basket for
someone in your family that you will bring out year after year.
Please share your finished project with us on Instagram , tag us @pipersgirls.
We love seeing what you have made!
This pattern is a Free PDF Dowload from www.pipersgirls.com
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